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Abstract
We present a new method for automatically proving termination of left-linear term rewriting systems on
a given regular language of terms. It is a generalization of the match bound method for string rewriting. To
prove that a term rewriting system terminates we ﬁrst construct an enriched system over a new signature that
simulates the original derivations. The enriched system is an inﬁnite system over an inﬁnite signature, but it
is locally terminating: every restriction of the enriched system to a ﬁnite signature is terminating. We then
construct iteratively a ﬁnite tree automaton that accepts the enriched given regular language and is closed
under rewriting modulo the enriched system. If this procedure stops, then the enriched system is compact: ev-
ery enriched derivation involves only a ﬁnite signature. Therefore, the original system terminates. We present
two methods to construct the enrichment: roof heights for left-linear systems, and match heights for linear
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systems. For linear systems, themethod is strengthened further by a forward closure construction. Using these
methods, we give examples for automated termination proofs that cannot be obtained by standard methods.
© 2007 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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1. Introduction
We present a new method for approaching the regular language termination problem:
• Given: A term rewriting system R and a regular language L.
• Question: Does R terminate on L, i.e., is there no inﬁnite R-derivation starting from some term
in L?
As very special cases, we obtain the uniform termination problem if L is chosen to be the set of all
terms over the given signature, and the termination problem on a given starting term t if L = {t}.
Of course, the method cannot solve every termination problem. It is a semi-algorithm: if success-
ful, it outputs aﬁnite termination certiﬁcate that canbe checked independently from its construction.
Our method uses tree automata for reachability analysis for certain inﬁnite term rewriting sys-
tems. It consists of two steps. In the ﬁrst step, we switch to an enrichment of the given system, i.e.,
to a rewriting system over a different signature that simulates the original derivations. We consider
enriched systems over inﬁnite signatures that are locally terminating: every restriction to a ﬁnite
signature is terminating. In the second step, we compute a compatible ﬁnite tree automaton for
this enrichment, i.e., a tree automaton that contains the enriched given regular tree language and is
closed under rewriting modulo the enriched system. The existence of such a compatible automaton
ensures that the enriched system is compact, i.e., every inﬁnite derivation involves only a ﬁnite sig-
nature. By local termination of the enrichment, the automaton certiﬁes termination of the original
system.
We have previously applied this method to string rewriting [9]. The string rewriting version is
implemented in the tools TORPA [23], Matchbox [22] and AProVE [13]. In the present paper, we
describe how to extend it to term rewriting. Non-linearities in the rewrite rules complicate both the
termination arguments and the automata constructions. The algorithmswepresent are implemented
in Matchbox.
The enrichments that we consider are variants of the original term rewriting system in which
the symbols are labelled by natural numbers. Labels start at zero, and in each derivation step, the
contractum is labelled uniformly by the successor of the minimum of the labels at certain positions
in the redex. By introducing two particular choices for this set of positions, we deﬁne roof heights
and match heights. For left-linear systems, bounded roof heights imply termination, while for linear
systems, bounded match heights imply termination.
For linear systems, we can improve this criterion. Uniform termination can be concluded from
termination on a restricted set of initial terms: the set of right-hand sides of forward closures. We
use our method both to compute this set, and to prove termination on it, at the same time. This
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turns out to be more powerful than applying the method directly to the original system and the
set of all terms. To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst method that computes ﬁnite representations of
inﬁnite sets of right-hand sides of forward closures for terms.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 we deﬁne enrichments, give three instances, and
compare them. The connection with termination is treated in Section 4. In Section 5 we deﬁne
compatible tree automata and in Section 6 we discuss how to construct them. Section 7 treats a few
examples in detail. Section 8 presents the simulation of forward closures by rewriting, while Section
9 shows how to incorporate this into an automata construction. Finally, in Section 10 we describe
our implementation.
A preliminary version of this paper has been presented at RTA 2005 [10].
2. Preliminaries
For standard notations on term rewriting see [1,24], for instance. Throughout we ﬁx a signature
 and a set of variables X ; the set of ground terms is T, and the set of terms allowing variables is
T(X). We consider term rewriting systems R ⊆ T(X)× T(X). Unless otherwise stated, signatures
and rewriting systems are ﬁnite. The set of left- and right-hand sides of R are denoted by lhs(R)
and rhs(R), respectively. A term is linear if no variable occurs more than once in it; the system R is
left- or right-linear if lhs(R), rhs(R), respectively, is a set of linear terms, and R is linear if it is both
left- and right-linear. Since our subject is termination, we assume lhs(R) ∩ X = ∅, and X(r) ⊆ X()
for rules  → r. Here, X(t) ⊆ X denotes the set of variables that occur in t ∈ T(X), and we use
X(T) =⋃t∈T X(t) for T ⊆ T(X). For a mapping h : T(X) → T(X) deﬁne the term rewriting sys-
tem h(R) = {h() → h(r) | ( → r) ∈ R} over signature . For the symbol at position p in term t
we write t(p), and t|p is the subterm of t at position p . For Y ⊆  ∪ X let PosY (t) be the set of
positions p such that t(p) ∈ Y . For a unary symbol f and a term t deﬁne f n(t) by f 0(t) = t and
f n+1(t) = f n(f(t)), and let f ∗(t) = {f n(t) | n ≥ 0}. We use < for the preﬁx ordering on positions.
The set of descendants modulo R of a tree language L ⊆ T is →∗R(L) = {s ∈ T | ∃t ∈ L : t →∗R s}.
The domain and the range of a substitution  : X → T(X) are dom() = {x ∈ X | x /= x} and
ran() = {x | x ∈ dom()}. For Y ⊆ dom() let |Y be the substitution with domain Y where |Y :
x → x for x ∈ Y , |Y : x → x otherwise. For substitutions  and ′ we write  →R ′ if x →R x′
for some x ∈ X and y = y′ for every y /= x.
For a relation  on a set A and a ∈ Awrite ∞(a, ) if there is an inﬁnite sequence a0, a1, . . . over A
where a = a0 and ai  ai+1 for every i ≥ 0, and abbreviate¬∞(a, ) by SN(a, ). Deﬁne SN(B, ) for
B ⊆ A by ∀b ∈ B : SN(b, ); then  is terminating (or: strongly normalizing) on B. Let SN() stand
for SN(A, ). Analogously write ∞() for ¬SN(). The reﬂexive closure of  is =, the composition
of two relations  ⊆ A× B and  ⊆ B× C is  ◦  = {(a, c) | ∃b ∈ B : (a, b) ∈ , (b, c) ∈ }.
A tree automaton A = (Q,, F , T) over a signature  consists of a set Q of constant symbols,
disjoint from , called states; a set F ⊆ Q of ﬁnal states; and a ground rewriting system T over
 ∪ Q with rules (transitions) of the form q0 → q or f(q1, . . . , qn) → q for n-ary f ∈ , n ≥ 0, and
q0, . . . , qn, q ∈ Q. The automaton is ﬁnite if T is ﬁnite, and it is deterministic if T is non-overlapping.
The language accepted by A is L(A) = {t ∈ T | ∃q ∈ F : t →∗T q}. For more on tree languages we
refer to [7,3].
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3. Enrichments of rewriting systems
In this section, we describe how to enrich a term rewriting system by systematically extending its
signature. Both the resulting signature and the enriched system are inﬁnite. In the following section,
we restrict to ﬁnite subsystems and discuss termination.
Deﬁnition 1. A term rewriting system R′ over a signature ′ is an enrichment of a term rewriting
system R over a signature  via the mappings lift : T → T′ and base : T′ → T if
• base is the right-inverse of lift: for each s ∈ T, base(lift(s)) = s,
• every R-derivation step can be lifted to an R′-derivation step starting from any suitable term: for
each step s →R t and each s′ ∈ base−1(s) there is some t′ ∈ base−1(t) with s′ →R′ t′.
A simple consequence is the following:
Lemma 2. Let R′ over ′ be an enrichment of R over  via lift and base, let L ⊆ T. Then
→∗R(L) ⊆ base(→∗R′(lift(L))).
We use enrichments to propagate termination properties:
Proposition 3. Let R′ over′ be an enrichment of R over via lift and base, let L ⊆ T, L′ ⊆ T′ , and
lift(L) ⊆ L′. Then termination of R′ on L′ implies termination of R on L.
In the following,wewill present three enrichments.We choose the enriched signature′ = × ,
and call the numbers heights. We often write fh for (f , h). Deﬁne the mappings base : ′ → ,
height : ′ → , and lifth :  → ′ by
base : (f , h) → f , height : (f , h) → h, lifth : f → (f , h),
which are extended pointwise to term morphisms. For example, lift2(f(x, a)) = f2(x, a2) where a is
a constant symbol, and x is a variable. The following is an immediate observation.
Lemma 4. Let  ∈ T(X) be linear, let s′ ∈ T′ . If base(s′) is an instance of , then s′ is an instance of
exactly one term in base−1().
Note that the linearity requirement in Lemma 4 cannot be dropped: for s′ = f0(a0, a1) we have
that base(s′) = f(a, a) is an instance of  = f(x, x), but s′ is not an instance of a term in base−1() =
{fh(x, x) | h ∈ }.
Wewill use one ﬁxedordering on′, called the height ordering, given by (f , h) > (f ′, h′) iff h < h′.
This ordering is well-founded when restricted to a ﬁnite subset of ′.
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We label symbols in the right-hand side of a rule with the successor of theminimumof the heights
of all symbols at a speciﬁed subset of positions in the left-hand side:
Deﬁnition 5. For a term rewriting system R over , and a function f that maps a rewriting rule
 → r to a non-empty subset of Pos(), we deﬁne the f -cover of R to be the term rewriting system
over ×  given by
coverf (R) = {′ → lifth(r) | ( → r) ∈ R, base(′) = ,
h = 1 + min{height(′(p)) | p ∈ f(, r)}}.
Remark 6.For each rule (′ → r′) in coverf ({ → r})wehave (base(′) → base(r′)) = ( → r), thus
s′ →coverf (R) t
′ implies base(s′) →R base(t′). Conversely, for each ′ ∈ base−1() there is exactly one
rule ′ → r′ in coverf ({ → r}).
Together with Lemma 4 this establishes the following key property.
Proposition 7. For R and f as in Deﬁnition 5, if R is left-linear, then coverf (R) is an enrichment of R
via the mappings lift0 and base.
To present labellings that are instances of this scheme, we need one auxiliary deﬁnition:
Deﬁnition 8. A position p ∈ Pos(t) is a roof position in t ∈ T(X) for a set of variables Y ⊆ X if for
each y ∈ Y there is q ∈ Pos{y}(t) such that p < q. Let RPosY (t) denote the set of all roof positions
in t for Y .
For example, term t = f(f(x, g(y)), a) has RPos{y}(t) = {, 1, 12} and RPos{x}(t) = RPos{x,y}(t) =
{, 1}, so position 12 of g is not a roof position for {x} or {x, y}. Also for s = f(f(x, g(y)), x) we get
RPos{x}(s) = RPos{x,y}(s) = {, 1}.
Now we deﬁne the enrichments that we will use in the rest of this paper. The top enrichment just
illustrates the concept with a simple instance. We will later use roof and match only, justiﬁed by
Corollary 25 in Section 4.
Deﬁnition 9.
• The top enrichment top(R) is coverf (R) for f(, r) = {}.
• The roof enrichment roof(R) is coverf (R) for f(, r) = RPosX(r)().
• The match enrichment match(R) is coverf (R) for f(, r) = Pos().
Example 10.TakeR = {f(g(x), a) → g(x)}. Then top(R) contains, amongothers, the rulef2(g1(x), a0)
→ g3(x), since 2 is the height of the top symbol f2. The system roof(R) contains the rule f2(g1(x), a0)
→ g2(x), since 1 is the minimal height of a roof symbol and a0 is not in roof position. Finally,
match(R) contains the rule f2(g1(x), a0) → g1(x), since a0 has minimal height.
Remark 11. String rewriting can be seen as a particular form of linear term rewriting where letters
correspond to unary function symbols, so ab → ba corresponds to a(b(x)) → b(a(x)), for instance.
In this case all non-variable positions are roof positions, therefore match(R) and roof(R) coincide.
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We want to compare labellings point-wise:
Deﬁnition 12. The relation ≤ on T× is deﬁned by s ≤ t if base(s) = base(t) and for each position
p in s, height(s(p)) ≤ height(t(p)).
All the enrichments discussed here are obtained as covers (Deﬁnition 5). This has two impli-
cations: since we take the minimum, each enrichment is monotonic (Lemma 13); and since the
respective sets of positions are comparable by set inclusion the enrichments are comparable as well
(Proposition 24).
Lemma 13. Let R be left-linear, let R′ = coverf (R). If s1 →∗R′ t1 and s1 ≤ s2, then there exists t2 ∈
base−1(base(t1)) such that s2 →∗R′ t2 and t1 ≤ t2.
Proof. It sufﬁces to consider one rewrite step, the claim then follows by induction. If s1 →R′ t1, then
base(s1) →R base(t1) by Remark 6. From s1 ≤ s2 we infer base(s1) = base(s2), thus by Proposition
7 there exists t2 ∈ base−1(base(t1)) with s2 →R′ t2, and we have t1 ≤ t2 because min in Deﬁnition 5
is monotonic w.r.t. ≤. 
This is illustratedby the followingdiagramwhere all four arrowspointingdownwards are labelled
by base.
Remark 14. Van Oostrom and de Vrijer [19] deﬁne a rewrite labelling as a bisimulation between
rewriting systems R and R′ with additional uniqueness properties. Our concept of enrichment (Deﬁ-
nition 1) is only a simulation, since R-steps are simulated by R′-steps, but there can be R′-steps
without corresponding R-steps. These do not hurt because our goal is to infer termination of R from
termination of R′, and not vice versa. The special enrichments of the form coverf are indeed rewrite
labellings.
4. Local termination and compactness
Suitable enrichments will satisfy the following property:
Deﬁnition 15. Aﬁnite or inﬁnite term rewriting system R over a ﬁnite or inﬁnite signature is called
locally terminating if every restriction of R to a ﬁnite signature  ⊆  is terminating: R ∩ (T(X)×
T(X)) is terminating on T.
Lemma 16. For a term rewriting system R, both the systems top(R) and roof(R) are locally
terminating.
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Proof. Both top(R) and roof(R) are ordered by the recursive path ordering induced by the height
ordering on × , which is well-founded for ﬁnite signatures. 
Lemma 17. For a right-linear term rewriting system R, the system match(R) is locally terminating.
Proof. To each term in a ground match(R)-derivation assign the multiset of its symbols. By right-
linearity, this sequence of multisets is decreasing with respect to the multiset extension of the height
ordering on × . 
Remark 18. Right-linearity is essential here, as shown by the non-terminating system {f1(a0, x) →
f1(x, x)} ⊆ match({f(a, x) → f(x, x)}).
Deﬁnition 19. A ﬁnite or inﬁnite term rewriting system R over a ﬁnite or inﬁnite signature 
is said to be compact for a language L ⊆ T if there exists a ﬁnite subset  ⊆  such that
→∗R(L) ⊆ T.
Lemma 20. If a ﬁnite or inﬁnite term rewriting system R over a ﬁnite or inﬁnite signature  is locally
terminating and compact for L ⊆ T, then R is terminating on L.
We want to infer termination of R on L from a proof that all enriched derivations starting from
terms in lift0(L) have bounded heights.
Deﬁnition 21. For e ∈ {top, roof ,match}, a term rewriting system R over  is called e-bounded by
c ∈  for a language L ⊆ T if the maximal height occurring in →∗e(R)(lift0(L)) is at most c.
Compactness of e(R) and e-boundedness of R are related as follows.
Lemma 22. Let R be a term rewriting system over  and let e ∈ {top, roof ,match}.
• If R is e-bounded for L ⊆ T, then e(R) is compact for lift0(L).
• For left-linear R, if e(R) is compact for L′ ⊆ T×, then R is e-bounded for base(L′).
Proof. The ﬁrst claim holds by deﬁnition; note that we assume  to be ﬁnite. For the second
claim, let the heights in →∗e(R)(L′) be bounded by c. Deﬁne L0 = lift0(base(L′)). We will show
that heights in →∗e(R)(L0) are also bounded by c. Assume that some height > c occurs in some
term t1 ∈ →∗e(R)(L0). Then there is s1 ∈ L0 with s1 →∗e(R) t1, and by deﬁnition of L0 there is s2 ∈ L′
with s1 ≤ s2. By Lemma 13, there exists t2 with s2 →∗e(R) t2 and t1 ≤ t2, so some height > c occurs
in →∗e(R)(L′), contradiction. 
Theorem 23. For a left-linear term rewriting system R and a language L, the following implications
hold:
• If R is top-bounded for L, then R is terminating on L.
• If R is roof-bounded for L, then R is terminating on L.
• If R is right-linear and match-bounded for L, then R is terminating on L.
Proof. Let e ∈ {top, roof ,match}. If R is e-bounded for L = base(lift0(L)), then e(R) is compact for
lift0(L) by Lemma 22. In each case, e(R) is locally terminating by Lemma 16 and Lemma 17. There-
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fore, by Lemma 20, e(R) is terminating on lift0(L), thus R is terminating on L by Proposition 3 and
Proposition 7. 
We now compare the given enrichments. To do so, we need the following concept: two deriva-
tion steps s1 →coverf1 (R) t1 and s2 →coverf2 (R) t2, where rule i → ri has been applied in si at position
pi, are called parallel if the terms correspond (i.e., base(s1) = base(s2)), the rules correspond (i.e.,
base(1) = base(2) and base(r1) = base(r2)), and the positions correspond (i.e., p1 = p2).
Proposition 24. For parallel derivations
lift0(s) →∗top(R) ttop, lift0(s) →∗roof(R) troof , lift0(s) →∗match(R) tmatch,
we have
max(height(ttop)) ≥ max(height(troof )) ≥ max(height(tmatch)),
where height(t) denotes the set {height(t(p)) | p ∈ Pos(t)}.
Proof. The claim follows from the inclusion relation
{} ⊆ RPosY () ⊆ Pos(),
between the sets of positions that deﬁne the respective labellings, which holds true for any  /∈ X
and any Y ⊆ X(). 
We observe the following consequence:
Corollary 25. For a left-linear term rewriting system R and a language L, the following implications
hold: R is top-bounded for L⇒ R is roof-bounded for L⇒ R is match-bounded for L.
So we prefer roof-heights to top-heights in general, and we will use match-heights for right-linear
systems.
Remark 26. The reverse implications in Corollary 25 do not hold, even for L = T. The system
R1 = {f(g(x)) → f(x)} is roof-bounded by 1. In the left-hand side of the rule, both f and g are
in roof position. Since no g symbol is ever produced, all g symbols in a redex have height 0, im-
plying height 1 for the contractum. On the other hand, R1 is not top-bounded, as witnessed by
derivations f(gn(a)) →∗R1 f(a) reaching height n. Since all symbols are unary, roof-boundedness
is match-boundedness, cf. Remark 11. We can separate these properties by introducing a binary
symbol: The system R2 = {f(g(x), y) → f(x, y)} is match-bounded by 1, but not roof-bounded, the
reasoning being similar to that for R1 and taking into account that symbol g in the left-hand side
of the rule of R2 is not in roof position.
Remark 27.Results on derivation lengths carry over from coverf (R) toR. For instance, for right-lin-
ear systems R, every restriction of match(R) to a ﬁnite signature has linear derivational complexity
(by a multiset argument, see [15, Proposition 9]), so the same complexity bound holds for every
match-bounded right-linear system R. In contrast, for top-bounded R we can have (single) expo-
nential complexity, as for the system {f(x) → g(x, x)} which is top-bounded by 1.
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Remark 28. There is a (much) earlier example of a labelling with the property that “bounded re-
ductions are ﬁnite”: the Hyland-Wadsworth labelling of a rewriting system R is deﬁned just like
match(R), with the only difference of taking max instead of min in Deﬁnition 5. This gives a termi-
nation result that is weaker than ours, but which extends to the lambda calculus, i.e., higher order
rewriting, see [2, Chapter 14].
Remark 29. Assume that left- and right-hand side of each rule  → r have identical shapes, that
is, the sets of non-variable positions coincide: Pos() = Pos(r). Then each position in the con-
tractum can be labelled by the successor of the label at the corresponding position in the redex.
This is the idea of change bounds as developed by Ravikumar [20] for string rewriting systems. The
interesting result is that change-bounded systems preserve regularity of languages. This was the
motivation for our research into match bounds [9]. Match-bounded string rewriting systems do
preserve regularity (this subsumes Ravikumar’s result), but top-bounded term rewriting systems do
not, see Example 39 below, so the same is true for match-bounded systems by Corollary 25.
5. Compatible tree automata
We want to use Theorem 23 for termination proofs. Boundedness of rewrite systems will be
certiﬁed by ﬁnite tree automata.
Deﬁnition 30. A tree automaton A = (Q,, F , T) is said to be compatible with a language L over 
if L ⊆ L(A), and A is said to be compatible with a ﬁnite or inﬁnite term rewriting system R over 
if for each rule ( → r) ∈ R, for each state q ∈ Q, and for each substitution  : X() → Q, we have
that  →∗T q implies r →∗T q.
If A and R are ﬁnite, and L is given by a ﬁnite tree automaton, we can decide compatibility of A
with R and L by just enumerating all cases. Compatibility can also be decided for inﬁnite systems
of the form coverf (R):
Proposition 31. For e ∈ {top, roof ,match}, the following problem is decidable: given a ﬁnite term re-
writing system R over , a regular language L over × , and a ﬁnite automaton A over × ; is A
compatible with e(R) and L?
Proof. Let h be the greatest height occuring in transitions of A. (This is well-deﬁned since A is ﬁnite.)
Denote by eh(R) the ﬁnite rewriting system
e(R) ∩ T×{0,...,h}(X)× T×{0,...,h+1}(X).
Then A is compatible with e(R) and L if and only if A is compatible with eh(R) and L. By deﬁnition
of coverf (R), each rule in e(R) \ eh(R) has at least one symbol with height> h in the left-hand side,
so A is vacuously compatible with these rules. 
Any compatible automaton is closed under left-linear rewriting. To show this, we need the fol-
lowing simple interpolation results for tree automata. Note that closure under rewriting does not
imply compatibility.
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Lemma 32. Let A = (Q,, F , T) be a tree automaton. (i) For t ∈ T, p ∈ Pos(t), q ∈ Q, if t →∗T q,
then there is q′ ∈ Q such that t|p →∗T q′ and t[q′]p →∗T q. (ii) For linear  ∈ T(X), substitution
 : X() → T, q ∈ Q, if  →∗T q, then there is a substitution  : X() → Q such that x →∗T x for
x ∈ X(), and  →∗T q.
Lemma 33. If A is compatible with R and L, and R is left-linear, then
→∗R(L) ⊆ L(A),
thus A is compatible with R and →∗R(L).
Proof. We show that R-derivations are covered in A: if t ∈ L(A) and t →R s, then s ∈ L(A). Let
t = t[]p →R t[r]p = s for some rule  → r, position p , and substitution  : X() → T. Since
t ∈ L(A) there is a ﬁnal state q such that t[]p →∗T q. By Lemma 32(i) there is q′ ∈ Q with  →∗T q′
and t[q′]p →∗T q. By Lemma 32(ii) there is a substitution  : X() → Q with x →∗T x for x ∈ X()
and  →∗T q′. Due to compatibility of A with R we get r →∗T q′. This implies s = t[r]p →∗T
t[r]p →∗T t[q′]p →∗T q, thus s ∈ L(A). 
The requirement of left-linearity in Lemma 33 cannot be dropped, as the following example
shows.
Example 34. We take an automaton A with states Q = {1, 2, 3}, ﬁnal states F = {3}, and transitions
a → 1, a → 2, f(1, 2) → 3. Then L(A) = {f(a, a)}. This automaton is compatible with the rewriting
system R = {f(x, x) → b} since there are no rule ( → r) ∈ R, state q and substitution  : X() → Q
with  →∗T q. On the other hand,A is not closed under rewriting, as→∗R(L(A)) = {f(a, a), b}L(A).
The premise “R is left-linear” in Lemma 33 may be exchanged with “A is deterministic”. We do
not follow on this branch in the present paper because the algorithm for extending automata by
adding transitions as described in Section 6 would require substantial modiﬁcation to keep them
deterministic at each step. For the special case of inverse growing systems, an exact completion al-
gorithm is given in [18]. Currently we do not know how to extend it to an (approximation) algorithm
for the general case.
By Lemma 33 we get
Lemma 35. If R is left-linear, and there is some ﬁnite automaton that is compatible with R and L, then
R is compact for L.
Together with Lemma 22 and Theorem 23 this yields.
Corollary 36. A left-linear term rewriting system R is terminating on a tree language L if
• there is some ﬁnite automaton that is compatible with top(R) and lift0(L),
• or there is some ﬁnite automaton that is compatible with roof(R) and lift0(L),
• or R is linear and there is some ﬁnite automaton that is compatible with match(R) and lift0(L).
Such a tree automaton is a termination certiﬁcate: by Proposition 31, the compatibility proper-
ties that are necessary for the application of Corollary 36 can be decided independently from its
construction. In the following section, we give one semi-algorithm for certiﬁcate construction.
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6. Constructing compatible automata
The following obvious procedure yields an automaton A = (,Q, F , T) that is compatible with a
rewriting system R and a regular tree language L whenever the procedure terminates:
Start with an automaton A0 that accepts L;
A := A0;
while A is not compatible
choose q ∈ Q, ( → r) ∈ R,  : X() → Q
such that  →∗T q and r →∗T q;
add new states and transitions to A
yielding a new automaton A′ with transitions T ′
such that r →∗T ′ q;
A := A′;
The interesting issue is the strategy: exactly how new states and transitions are chosen. The
straightforward strategy is to add a new state for each proper subterm of r that is not in Q, and
ﬁll in the corresponding transitions.
Example 37. For the automaton A with transitions {a → 0, b → 1, f(0, 1) → 1}, and the rewriting
system R = { → r} = {f(x, y) → g(h(y), x)} we have  →∗T q for q = 1 and  = {x → 0, y → 1}.
Transitions and states have to be added such that r = g(h(1), 0) →∗T 1 = q. We add one new state
2, corresponding to the subterm h(1) of r, and transitions {h(1) → 2, g(2, 0) → 1}.
As underlined by Feuillade, Genet and Viet Triem Tong [6], this straightforward strategy is the
basic idea behind automata closure constructions for various syntactically restricted classes of re-
writing systems, e.g., ground, (generalized) (semi)-monadic, and ﬁnite path overlapping systems.
In each case, the syntactic restriction ensures that only ﬁnitely many states and transitions will be
added.
We cannot generally avoid the addition of states. Therefore the completion procedure for tree
automata need not stop. Indeed there are rewriting systems R, as in Example 39 below, for which the
set of descendants is not regular. In such a case, we try to over-approximate the set of descendants
by a compatible tree automaton. Genet [8] gets such an approximation by limiting the number of
states that are added to the automaton during completion, and identifying states above the limit
with suitable states that already exist.
We follow a more simplistic approach here that works well for match-bounded string rewriting
[11,23].Weavoidgenerating someof theadditional states as follows. If r →∗T q, we look for a context
D[], a context C[, . . . ,], and terms t1, . . . , tn ∈ T(Q) such that D[C[t1, . . . , tn]] = r. Suppose
that D[q0] →∗T q for some state q0, and ti →∗T qi for states qi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then we add a fresh state
for each non-leaf, non-root subterm of C[, . . . ,], and transitions such that C[q1, . . . , qn] →∗T ′ q0.
In this way, we re-use states that occur in the derivations D[q0] →∗T q and ti →∗T qi .
This is a non-deterministic procedure. Our implementation chooses in each step one such context
C[, . . . ,] that requires the least number of new states.
For instance, take R = { → r} = {b(a(x)) → c(b(x))}, and let A be a two-state automaton with
transitions T = {e → 0, a(0) → 0, b(0) → 1}, state 1 being ﬁnal. Here, L(A) = b(a∗(e)). Now we
have {x → 0} = b(a(0)) →T 1, but r{x → 0} = c(b(0)) →T 1. Here, c(b(0)) = D[C[t1]] for D[] =
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,C[] = c(), and t1 = b(0). We have t1 →∗T 1, so we add no new state (asC[] has no non-trivial
subterms), but we add the transition c(1) → 1. The new automaton is now compatible with R and
L(A), and it accepts →∗R(L(A)) = c∗(b(a∗(e))).
Note that a compatible automaton obtained this way may be an over-approximation of the set
of descendants:
Example 38. Let R = {a(c) → b(c)}, and let L = {a(c), a(d)} be accepted by the automaton with
states {0, 1}, state 1 being ﬁnal, and transitions {c → 0, d → 0, a(0) → 1}. The rewrite rule matches
in state 1, so we have to ensure b(c) →∗ 1. This could be done by adding a new state 2 and transitions
c → 2, b(2) → 1. As c →∗ 0, we might want to avoid state 2 and instead add the single transition
b(0) → 1. But then b(d) →∗ 1 as well, so the automaton now accepts {a(c), a(d), b(c), b(d)}, which is
a proper superset of →∗R(L) = {a(c), a(d), b(c)}.
For string rewriting, match-boundedness implies preservation of regularity of languages [9]. As
the following example shows, the corresponding property does not hold for term rewriting.
Example 39. The system R = {g(f(x, y)) → f(h(x), h(y))} is top-bounded by 1. However, the lan-
guage →∗R(L) ∩ f(h∗(a), h∗(a)) = {f(hn(a), hn(a)) | n ≥ 0} is not regular for the regular language
L = g∗(f(a, a)), so →∗R(L) is not regular either.
So in contrast to the string rewriting case, there is no exact construction for the sets of descendants
of a regular language modulo top-bounded term rewriting. Note that the same holds for roof- and
match-bounded rewriting, by Proposition 24.
7. Examples
This section contains a few examples that illustrate our approach. In order to visualize tree auto-
mata, a transition fh(q1, . . . , qn) → q is graphically represented as the hyperedge in the illustration
above. Squares contain function symbols with height annotations as subscripts, where the argument
ordering is indicated by numbers at the incoming arrows. Circles denote states, and double circles
denote ﬁnal states.
Example 40. For R = {f(x, f(a, a)) → f(f(x, a), x)} over {f , a} we present the construction that
proves that R is top-bounded by 3. We have to ﬁnd an automaton A that is compatible with
top(R) and lift0(T). We start with the automaton A0 = (× , {0}, {0}, T0) where T0 = {a0 →
0, f0(0, 0) → 0}, which accepts lift0(T). Now we have a derivation
f0(0, f0(a0, a0)) →∗T0 0,
starting with a redex of the rule f0(x, f0(a0, a0)) → f1(f1(x, a1), x) from top(R). The automaton A0
is not compatible, as f1(f1(0, a1), 0) →∗T0 0. There are no states we could re-use, so our ﬁrst step
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follows the straightforward strategy: to add the new states 1 and 2, corresponding to the subterms
f1(0, a1) and a1, respectively, and the rules
a1 → 2, f1(0, 2) → 1, f1(1, 0) → 0.
This way we get another automaton, A1 = (× , {0, 1, 2}, {0}, T1), where T1 = T0 ∪ {a1 → 2,
f1(0, 2) → 1, f1(1, 0) → 0}, such that f1(f1(0, a1), 0) →T1 f1(f1(0, 2), 0) →T1 f1(1, 0) →T1 0. For the
new automaton, we again look for violations of compatibility: We have the redex match
f1(1, f0(a0, a0)) →∗T1 0
with the rule f1(x, f0(a0, a0)) → f2(f2(x, a2), x) in top(R). So A1 is not compatible, for f2(f2(1, a2), 1)
→∗T1 0. According to the straightforward strategy, we add states 3 and 4, corresponding to the sub-
terms f2(1, a2) and a2, respectively, and transitions to A1. We get A2 = (× , {0, . . . , 4}, {0}, T2)
where
T2 = T1 ∪ {a2 → 4, f2(1, 4) → 3, f2(3, 1) → 0},
and f2(f2(1, a2), 1) →∗T2 0 as wanted. For A2 again there is a redex
f2(3, f1(a0, a1)) →∗T2 0,
but f3(f3(3, a3), 3) →∗T2 0. We add states 5 and 6 for f3(3, a3) and a3, and transitions
a3 → 6, f3(3, 6) → 5, f3(5, 3) → 0.
The resulting automaton is displayed below; it is compatible with top(R) and lift0(T). By Proposi-
tion 31we can check compatibilitywith top(R). SoR is top-bounded by 3 as claimed, and terminating
by Corollary 36.
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Example 41. For R = {f(f(x, a), a) → f(x, f(x, a))} we can easily show that it is not top-bounded,
as we have the derivation
tn+2 = f(f(tn, a), a) →R f(tn, f(tn, a)) = f(tn, tn+1)
where t0 = a and tn+1 = f(tn, a). Thus by induction, tn+2 →∗R f(tn, f(tn−1, . . . f(a, a) . . .)). This der-
ivation reaches top height n+ 1. However, R is roof-bounded by 1, as the compatible automaton
below reveals.
Example 42. Next we give an example for match-bounded systems. Let R = {f(a, f(x, a)) →
f(a, f(f(a, a), x))}.Asbefore,we startwith theone-state automatonwith transitions {a0 → 0, f0(0, 0)
→ 0}, accepting lift0(T). There is a redex match f0(a0, f(0, a0)) → f0(0, 0) → 0 so we have to en-
sure thatf1(a1, f1(f1(a1, a1), 0)) →∗ 0.This is doneby adding states {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and transitions {a1 →
1, a1 → 4, a1 → 5, f1(4, 5) → 3, f1(3, 0) → 2, f1(1, 2) → 0}. This produces another redex f1(a1,
f1(3, a0)) →∗ f1(1, 2) → 0 which requires f1(a1, f1(f1(a1, a1), 3)) →∗ 0. Note that a0 in the redex
has minimal height, and thus the labels in the contractum are 1. This requirement can be fulﬁlled
by adding the transition f1(3, 3) → 2, since then
f1(a1, f1(f1(a1, a1), 3)) →∗ f1(1, f1(f1(4, 5), 3)) → f1(1, f1(3, 3)) → f1(1, 2) → 0.
Note that this is a state re-use corresponding to the choice r = D[C[t1, t2]] with t1 = f1(a1, a1) →∗
3 = q1, t2 = 3 = q2, C = f1(,), D = f1(a1,), q0 = 2, D[q0] →∗ 0 = q. The resulting automaton
is compatible with match(R) and lift0(T), thus R is match-bounded by 1, and terminating.
Remark 43. In general, if we want a compatible automaton for L = T, then we may simply start
with the automaton for L that has just one state q, which is also ﬁnal, and for each symbol f ∈ ,
a transition f(q, . . . , q) → q. Doing so fails to distinguish between symbols, and this might cause
non-termination of completion. In such cases it is better to “split” the automaton. We then take
Q = F = {qf | f ∈ }, and transitions {f(q1, . . . , qn) → qf | f ∈ , qi ∈ Q}.
For the following example a termination proof via top heights can be obtained by completion
starting with the split automaton, but not starting with the one-state automaton.
Example 44 (AProVE-forward_instantiation2, [21]). Consider the system
R = {f(x, y , z) → g(x, y , z), g(d , e, x) → f(x, x, x), a → b, a → c}.
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over signature  = {a, b, c, d , e, f , g}. Completion does not stop if we start with an automaton for
lift0(T) with only one state q: We ﬁnd a redex f0(q, q, q) → q, so we have to add the transition
g1(q, q, q) → q. Since g1(d , e, q) →∗R g1(q, q, q) → q, we have to add f2(q, q, q) → q, and so forth,
creating symbols g3, f4, g5, . . ..
Completion does succeed if we start with a split automaton. It has 7 states inQ = {qa, qb, qc, qd , qe,
qf , qg}, and all symbols are labelled by 0. Because of the rules {a → b, a → c}, we add transi-
tions b1 → qa, c1 → qa. Due to the rule f(x, y , z) → g(x, y , z) we add 73 transitions {g1(qx, qy , qz) →
qf | qx, qy , qz ∈ Q}, and due to rule g(d , e, x) → f(x, x, x) we add {f2(q, q, q) → qg | q ∈ Q}. Rule
f(x, y , z) → g(x, y , z) entails the transitions {g3(q, q, q) → qf | q ∈ Q}. The result is a compatible
automaton, so 3 is a top bound, and R is terminating.
8. Simulating forward closures by rewriting
Forward closures [16] can be used to characterize uniform termination by termination on a
restricted set of terms: For a right-linear [5] or non-overlapping [12] term rewriting system R,
termination is equivalent to termination on the set RFC(R) of right-hand sides of forward
closures.
Following [12], we inductively deﬁne the set RFC(R) as the least subset of T(X) that con-
tains rhs(R), is closed under renaming of variables and under narrowing. Closure under narrowing
means that
if t ∈ RFC(R), p ∈ Pos(t), ( → r) ∈ R,  variable-disjoint with t,
	 a most general uniﬁer of t|p and , then (t[r]p )	 ∈ RFC(R). (∗)
Next, we will show how to simulate the construction of RFC(R) by ordinary rewriting. Note that
since we simulate uniﬁcation by matching, we cannot cope with non-linearity in left- or right-hand
sides. So for the rest of this section we consider linear rewrite rules only, i.e., rules with linear left-
and right-hand sides.
Let C ∈ T(X) be linear, and let  : X → T(X) be a substitution with dom() ⊆ X(C). We say
that (C ,) is a factorization of t ∈ T(X) if t = C, and we call C the context of the factorization.
The factorization is non-trivial if C /∈ X , dom() /= ∅, and x /∈ X for every x ∈ dom(). In order to
mark the border between the context and the substitution of a factorization, we use the constant 
,
not contained in . Let the substitution 
 : X → T∪{
} be deﬁned by 
 : x → 
 for x ∈ X .





 = R ∪ {C′ → r′′ | ( → r) ∈ R, (C ,) a non-trivial factorization of ,
′ = 
|dom() and ′′ = 
|X(ran())}.
That is, R
 contains all rules obtained in the following way. If  → r is a rule in R and (C ,) is a
non-trivial factorization of , then ′ → r′ is a rule in R
, where ′ is obtained from C by replacing
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every variable in dom() by 
, and r′ is obtained from r by replacing every variable that occurs in
ran() by 
. Note that R
 is linear, and that X(r) ⊆ X() for each rule  → r in R
.
Example 46.ForR = {g(f(h(x), h(y))) → f(y , x)}, the systemR














For R = {g(x) → x} we get R
 = R, for R = {g(g(x)) → x} we have R
 = R ∪ {g(
) → 
}, and for
R = {g(g(x)) → a} we obtain R
 = R ∪ {g(
) → a}.
Replacing variables by 
, we can now characterize RFC(R) as the set of descendants modulo R

of rhs(R), provided R is linear:




Proof.First note that ifR is linear, thenRFC(R) contains linear terms only. Let Ln = →nR
(rhs(R)
)
for n ∈ , and L =⋃n∈ Ln.
“⊆”: The proof is by induction along the deﬁnition of RFC(R). We have rhs(R)
 ⊆ L. If t′ is a
renaming of t ∈ RFC(R), then t′
 = t
, and t
 ∈ L by induction hypothesis. Now let t, p ,  → r,
and	 as in (∗), so by induction hypothesis, t
 ∈ L.We show t|p
 →R
 r	








Otherwise there is a non-trivial factorization (C ,) of  such that dom() = {x ∈ X(t|p ) | x	 /∈ X }









for the latter equality note that {x ∈ X() | x	 /∈ X } is disjoint to X(ran()) as  is linear.
“⊇”:We showLn ⊆ RFC(R)
 by inductionon n. The claim is true for n = 0 as rhs(R) ⊆ RFC(R).
For t′ ∈ Ln+1 there is t ∈ Lnwith t →R
 t′.Wehave t ∈ RFC(R)
 by induction hypothesis, so t = s

for some s ∈ RFC(R); as RFC(R) is closed under renaming we can assume s and R
 to be variable
disjoint. We have to show t′ ∈ RFC(R)
. If t →R t′ via  → r at p , then t|p =  for some substitu-
tion , and t′ = t[r]p . Now there is a substitution ′ with dom(′) = X() so that s|p = ′. Since
s and  are linear, ′ is a most general uniﬁer of s|p and , thus s[r]p′ ∈ RFC(R) by deﬁnition,










|X(ran()) at p for a non-trivial factorization (C ,) of ( → r) ∈ R, so t|p =
C
|dom() for some substitution ; we may assume s and X(C) to be variable disjoint. As s|p is an
instance of C , there is a most general uniﬁer 	 of s|p and . Then s[r]p	 ∈ RFC(R) by deﬁnition,







Theorem 48. Let R be a linear term rewriting system. Then
SN(→R) if and only if SN(→∗R
(rhs(R)
),→R).
We give a self-contained proof of Theorem 48. It follows the lines of the sketch from [5]. A similar
proof can be found in [25] for the case of string rewriting, but with a slightly different deﬁnition of
R
; this difference is discussed in Remark 64, Section 9. Throughout, we consider linear (i.e., left-
and right-linear) rules only.
In addition to the constant symbol 
 let  be a unary symbol not contained in . Both symbols
will be used tomark the border between the context and the substitution of a factorization. The ﬁrst
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symbol keeps the substitution part, whereas the second symbol truncates it. Deﬁne the substitution
 : X → T∪{}(X) by  : x → (x). Let h
 : T∪{}(X) → T∪{
}(X) denote the term morphism
that replaces every subterm with top-symbol  by the constant 




(f(t1, . . . , tn)) = f(h
(t1), . . . , h
(tn)) for f /= . Now we can deﬁne the term rewriting system
Ra = {C′ → r′′ | ( → r) ∈ R, (C ,) a non-trivial factorization of ,
′ = |dom() and ′′ = |X(ran())}
over signature  ∪ {} and obtain
R
 = R ∪ h
(Ra).
Like R
, the system Ra is linear and we have X(r) ⊆ X() for each rule  → r.
Example 49 (Example 46 continued). For R = {g(f(h(x), h(y))) → f(y , x)}, the system Ra contains
the rules
g((f(h(x), h(y)))) → f((y),(x)), g(f((h(x)),(h(y)))) → f((y),(x)),
g(f((h(x)), h(y))) → f(y ,(x)), g(f(h(x),(h(y)))) → f((y), x).
For R = {g(x) → x} we get Ra = ∅, for R = {g(g(x)) → x} we have Ra = {g((g(x))) → (x)},
and ﬁnally for R = {g(g(x)) → a} we obtain Ra = {g((g(x))) → a}.
Let S consist of all ground terms over  ∪ {} where each path from a leaf to the root con-
tains at most one occurrence of the symbol , that is, S = {C | (C ,) ∈ F } where F denotes
the set of all factorizations of ground terms over . Note that C might be ground for (C ,) ∈ F ;
in this case we have C = C . (We could also write S = T((T)), using the standard notation
f(T) = {f(t) | t ∈ T } for T ⊆ T.) On S we consider two relations that describe active and non-active
rewriting respectively, deﬁned by
a→R = {(C,C ′) | (C ,) ∈ F , C →R C ′} ∪ (→Ra ∩ S × S),
na→R = {(C,C′) | (C ,) ∈ F ,  →R ′}.
Note that non-active steps always occur below an occurrence of the symbol, whereas for active
steps this is impossible.
The ﬁrst lemma describes commutation between active and non-active steps.
Lemma 50.
a→R ◦ na→R ⊆ na→R ◦ a→R.
Proof. Let C
a→R C ′′ na→R C ′′′ where ′ →R ′′. The ﬁrst rewriting step is modulo →R ∪
→Ra , the second one modulo →R. Since the claim is trivially true if these steps occur at parallel
positions, we may assume the second step to occur below the ﬁrst one. There are two cases for the
active step: If C →R C ′ and  = ′ then C na→R C′′ a→R C ′′′. Otherwise, stripping off the
context of the ﬁrst step, the given derivation has the form
C¯¯ →Ra r|X (ran(¯)) na→R r|X (ran(¯))′
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where (C¯ , ¯) is an non-trivial factorization of  for some rule  → r in R, and where  →R ′ for
substitutions ,′ with domain X(ran(¯)). Then we have
C¯¯
na→R C¯¯′ →Ra r|X (ran(¯))′
by left-linearity of Ra. 
In the setting of abstract reduction systems, the following lemma describes how an inﬁnite reduc-
tion modulo
a→R ∪ na→R can be transformed into an inﬁnite active reduction. The same observation
appears as Lemma 9 in [25].
Lemma 51. Let  and  be relations on a set S such that  ◦  ⊆  ◦ , and let s ∈ S satisfy SN(s, )
and ∞(s,  ∪ ). Then there exists t ∈ S satisfying s ∗ t and ∞(t, ).
The next lemma relates →R and a→R ∪ na→R.
Lemma 52. If ∞(t,→R) for t ∈ T, then ∞(C, a→R ∪ na→R) for any factorization (C ,) of t.
Proof. From the deﬁnition of
a→R ∪ na→R it follows that if C →R t′ then there exist a factorization
(C ′,′) of t′ such that C (
a→R ∪ na→R) C ′′. Repeating this, an inﬁnite reduction modulo →R
starting in C is transformed into an inﬁnite reduction modulo
a→R ∪ na→R starting in C. 
Lemma 53. If ∞(→R), then ∞(t, a→R) for some ground instance t of a term in rhs(R).
Proof. The claim is trivially true if X ∩ lhs(R) /= ∅, so we may assume the contrary. Choose g ∈ T
of minimal size satisfying ∞(g,→R), and let g = f(g1, . . . , gn) for f ∈ n, n ≥ 0. Then SN(gi,→R)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, thus an inﬁnite reduction starting in g is of the shape
g = f(g1, . . . , gn) →∗R f(g′1, . . . , g′n) =  →R r →R · · ·
for some rule  → r in R, a ground substitution  , and ground terms g′i satisfying gi →∗R g′i . We
have ∞(r ,→R), and from SN(gi,→R) and gi →∗R g′i we get SN(g′i,→R). Since each term in X(r)
is a subterm of some term g′i we have SN(X(r) ,→R). Now we apply Lemma 51 to s = r ,
 = na→R, and = a→R. The conditionsare satisﬁeddue toLemma50,Lemma52, and theobservation
that SN(s,
na→R) follows from SN(X(r) ,→R). Hence there exists t ∈ S satisfying s na→R
∗
t and
∞(t, a→R). Since s = r na→R
∗
twe canwrite t = r ′ for some ground substitution  ′, concluding
the proof. 
As an immediate consequence of the respective deﬁnitions, we can relate R
 to
a→R.
Lemma 54. If C
a→R C ′′ for C,C ′′ ∈ S then C
 →R
 C ′
. In fact then we have either







Proof (of Theorem 48). For the non-trivial ‘if’-part assume R is non-terminating. By Lemma 53 we
have ∞(t, a→R) for some term t = r with r ∈ rhs(R) and  a ground substitution with domain
X(r). Write the corresponding inﬁnite reduction as
t = C00 a→R C11 a→R C22 a→R · · · .
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x∈dom(i+1) size(xi+1). This latter caseoccurs atmost
∑
x∈dom(0) size(x0) times, sayno







this gives rise to an inﬁnite reduction modulo R starting from Ck




By Proposition 47, the following name is justiﬁed:
Deﬁnition 55. A linear term rewriting system R is called RFC-match-bounded (by h ∈ ) if R is
match-bounded (by h) for →∗R
(rhs(R)
).
Theorem 56. If a linear term rewriting system R is RFC-match-bounded, then R is terminating.
Proof. If R is match-bounded for →∗R
(rhs(R)
), then R is terminating on →∗R
(rhs(R)
) by The-
orem 23, thus terminating by Theorem 48. 
Remark 57. In general we do not have SN(→R) iff SN(rhs(R)
,→R
). As a counter-example con-
sider the terminating systemR = {g(g(x)) → g(x)}. Here,R






Theorem 48 cannot be generalized to left-linear and non-overlapping systems:
Example 58. For R = {f(a, x) → f(x, x)} we get R
 = R ∪ {f(






)}, but not terminating.
9. Compatible automata and forward closures
According to Theorem 56, termination of a linear term rewriting system R can be shown by
verifying that R is match-bounded for →∗R
(rhs(R)
). Literally following the deﬁnition, we would
ﬁrst construct an automaton A with →∗R
(rhs(R)
) ⊆ L(A), that is, A should be compatible with
R
 and rhs(R)
. Then we ﬁnd a second automaton that is compatible with some enrichment R′
of R, and a suitable language L′ ⊇ lift0(L(A)). Since R is linear, we want to use R′ = match(R) and
L′ = lift0(L(A)), see Corollary 36.
We canmerge these two automata constructions into one. To do so, we need an additional, trivial
enrichment that completely disregards heights in left-hand sides and assigns height 0 everywhere in
the right-hand sides.
Deﬁnition 59. For a term rewriting system R over , the enrichment zero(R) over ×  is deﬁned
by
zero(R) = {′ → lift0(r) | ( → r) ∈ R, base(′) = }.
Lemma 60. For left-linear term rewriting systems R and S and a language L, if a ﬁnite tree automaton
A is compatible with match(R) ∪ zero(S) and lift0(L), then R is match-bounded for →∗R∪S(L).
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Proof.LetR′ = match(R) ∪ zero(S) andL′ = →∗R′(lift0(L)). ByLemma33, and sincematch(R) ⊆ R′,
the automaton A is compatible with match(R) and L′. By Lemmas 35 and 22, R is match-bounded
for base(L′). Since R′ is an enrichment of R ∪ S via lift0 and base, we have →∗R∪S(L) ⊆ base(L′) by
Lemma 2. 
Choosing S = R
 \ R and L = rhs(R)
, in combination with Theorem 56 and Proposition 47 this
will be used as follows.
Theorem 61. For a linear term rewriting system R, if some ﬁnite tree automaton is compatible with
match(R) ∪ zero(R
 \ R) and lift0(rhs(R)
), then R is terminating.
Example 62. For the system R = {f(f(a, x), a) → f(a, f(x, a))}, the system R




) → f(a, f(
, a)), f(f(
, x), 
) → f(a, f(x, a)),
f(f(a, x), 
) → f(a, f(x, a)), f(
, a) → f(a, f(
, a)),
f(f(
, x), a) → f(a, f(x, a)),
and rhs(R)
 = {f(a, f(
, a))}. The language lift0(rhs(R)
) can be accepted by an automaton with
states Q = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, ﬁnal states F = {1}, and transitions {a0 → 2, 
0 → 0, a0 → 4, f0(0, 4) →
3, f0(2, 3) → 1}. There is only one redex match for match(R) ∪ zero(R
 \ R), namely f0(
0, a0) →
f0(0, 4) → 3. So we need to ensure that f0(a0, f0(
0, a0)) →∗ 3, This can be achieved by adding
the single transition f0(4, 3) → 3, because then f0(a0, f0(
0, a0)) →∗ f0(4, f0(0, 4)) → f0(4, 3) → 3.
The resulting automaton is compatible with match(R) ∪ zero(R
 \ R). In particular, no rule of
match(R) matches in the automaton. So the automaton certiﬁes that R is RFC-match-bounded
by 0, and thus the system is terminating.
The system R is not match-bounded. This can be seen as follows. Writing Lhx for fh(x, ah), and
Rhx for fh(ah, x), we have match(R)-derivations
Ln0R
n
0a0 →∗ R1R2 . . . RnLn . . . L2L1a0
for eachn ≥ 0, exceedinganygivenbound.Note thatLiRi+1x → Ri+1Li+1x,Li+1Rix → Ri+1Li+1x, and
LiRix → Ri+1Li+1x are rules inmatch(R), thusL0R1R2 . . . RnLn . . . L2L1R0x →∗ R1R2 . . . RnRn+1Ln+1Ln
. . . L2L1x.
Example 63. Take R = {f(a, f(a, x)) → f(a, f(x, f(f(a, a), a)))}. Unlike Example 62, the set of de-
scendants of rhs(R)
 modulo R
 is actually ﬁnite:
{f(a, f(
, f(f(a, a), a))), f(a, f(f(f(a, a), a), f(f(a, a), a)))}.
Since match(R) does not match at all, R is RFC-match-bounded by 0.
Remark 64. We now compare the RFC match-bound methods for term rewriting (this paper) and
for string rewriting [9]. Both prove match-boundedness of R on RFC(R), and construct RFC(R) by
rewriting and narrowing. We are interested in ﬁnite mixed derivations (of internal and narrowing
steps) followed by steps that are internal.
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For a string rewriting system R, we construct an auxiliary system R′ = R ∪ {1
 → r | (12 →
r) ∈ R, 1, 2 /= }, e.g., for R = {ab → ba} we obtain R′ = {ab → ba, a
 → ba}. Then each narrow-
ing step (i.e., a step w.r.t. R′ \ R) in the mixed derivation consumes one 
 symbol, thus we start with
rhs(R) · 
∗ to enable an arbitrary ﬁnite number of such steps.
For term rewriting, we do not provide arbitrarily many additional symbols in advance.We found
it simpler to use just one additional symbol per variable position and make it “self-reproducing”.
This way, the additional symbol can be handled by ground rewriting. For the above string re-
writing example we obtain R
 = {ab → ba, a
 → ba




 · · ·. As we only want to bound the heights for internal derivations, we enrich
R to match(R), and we take the lowest possible enrichment (all zeroes) for the narrowing steps
R
 \ R. In the RFC construction for string rewriting, each # symbols has height 0, thus each con-
tractum of a narrowing step has height 1. In the corresponding derivation for term rewriting, the
contractum of a narrowing step has height 0. This relation continues to hold. The difference be-
tween heights in an R′-derivation (on strings) and the corresponding heights in the corresponding
R
-derivation (on terms) is one or zero; thus the concepts of RFC-match-boundedness do coin-
cide.
10. Implementation
The algorithms described in this paper are implemented in the program Matchbox. It is a highly
conﬁgurable testbed for string and term rewriting with height annotations. The string rewriting
version has been described in [22].
Given a term rewriting system R over , the 2005 version of Matchbox employs the following
algorithms simultaneously:
• enumerate forward closures to ﬁnd looping derivations;
• if R is left-linear, construct an automaton compatible with roof(R) and lift0(T), see Corollary
36, starting one attempt from the one-state automaton and another from the split automaton
with || states, see Remark 43;
• ifR is linear, construct anautomatoncompatiblewithmatch(R) ∪ zero(R
 \ R)and lift0(rhs(R))
,
see Theorem 61.
Our program is freely available (Haskell source, GNU/Linux executable, CGI interface) via
http://dfa.imn.htwk-leipzig.de/matchbox/. The program Matchbox took part in the
Termination Competitions in 2004 and 2005. In 2005, it solved 28 % of the term rewriting problems
from the competition data base [21].
Example 65. We give a rewrite system for which in 2005, termination could be shown automati-
cally by Matchbox, but not by any other prover version that took part in that year’s Termination
Competition (AProVE [13], CiME [4], Teparla, TPA, TTT [14]). The system
R = {h(f(x, y)) → f(f(a, h(h(y))), x)}.
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is match-bounded for RFC
(R) by 1, proved by a compatible automaton with 10 states, of which
6 belong to the start automaton accepting lift0(rhs(R)
), and 4 of which have been added by the
completion algorithm.
11. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a new automated method for termination proofs for left-linear term
rewriting: constructing compatible tree automata for systems enriched by height annotations. We
offered three enrichment schemes—top, roof, and match—that are increasingly more powerful.
Match enrichments are only applicable to linear systems. For such systems, our method can be
strengthened by considering match-bounds on the set of right-hand sides of forward closures.
In each case, boundedness is certiﬁed by a ﬁnite tree automaton. The correctness of such a
certiﬁcate can be checked independently of its construction.
In contrast to string rewriting [15], match-bounded systems do not preserve regularity of
languages for term rewriting. This implies that there can be no general exact construction of
certiﬁcates.
The power of standard methods, like path orderings and interpretations, markedly decreases for
small signatures. The fewer symbols there are, the fewer orderings and statuses there are to choose
from. To improve this situation, there are methods that encode additional information into the
signature. This can be semantic information (as in semantic labelling, e.g.), or syntactic information
(as in dependency pairs, e.g.). Our method belongs to the latter category, for the construction of
compatible automata can be seen as a detailed analysis of overlap patterns. An earlier use of tree
automata for analyzing rewrite patterns is Middeldorp’s estimation of dependency graphs [17].
The methods described in the present paper are implemented in the 2005 version of the program
Matchbox. Unlike other termination provers, it does not implement any of the standard meth-
ods (interpretations, path orderings, dependency pairs). So the experimental results mentioned in
Section 10 underline the limits but also the power of our approach. In particular, there are sev-
eral examples of rewriting systems where ours seems the only method to automatically obtain a
termination proof.
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